...whenever a person has had every conceivable right denied them, be it political or otherwise, with no redress of grievances, with no due process, with all avenues of human discussion shackled and chained with life's liberty, life's sanity (mental and physical), in constant danger of being lost, in constant jeopardy, with all manners and sorts of vile insults heaped upon them, manufactured, hinted at, alluded to and justified in a programmatic and bureaucratic manner that nurtures and perpetuates racism and the federal subversion of the rights of the people institutionally and individually, spanning great periods of time and eras for the sole purpose of suppressing the happiness, the life expectancy, the feeling of security and the right to exist, to work, to peace, beyond the level of a dog, beyond the level of a dung pile, while laws, orders, constitutions, folkways, promises, amendments and other contrived legalities and functions continue to block our path and obscure our vision, when every envisioned human right is threatened with shallow existence, when hope and dignity are relegated to the level of chance and the truth and freedom is bartered away and sold like market prices then..."ain't nothing changed"...

slaves have every right to revolt and in any and every conceivable manner - and as always in the history of this country, slaves have revolted against intolerable conditions that time has come to show the rest of us that we have a vested interest in the conclusions of each and every one of these insurrections that are vented against the oppressors, the warmongers, profiteers, and the overseers of finance and capital, and should out of necessity cement our desire and commitment to the struggle of freedom for all of us against this enemy that is common to us all...
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Today, we witness the indiscriminate search, harassment and intimidation of concerned people coming to courts, the judicial public buildings turned into armed camps, and everyone entering and leaving subjected to having their body and personal effects scanned by metal detectors and other technical devices violating all citizens' right to privacy. This is the modern psychological weapon used to frighten and drive friends, relatives, and comrades from actually witnessing the criminal judicial courts railroading the poor and oppressed into the many slave concentration camps throughout racist North Amerikkka.

The oligarchy is and has conspired to dispose of every civil right guaranteed in the written law. They are using the courts not only to strip Blacks of their civil rights but to force them so far back into 18th century plantation slave labor that the conditions are such that we can no longer survive. This is virtually a program of genocide. They tried this before which was one of the major contradictions that constituted the Civil War. Remember the Slave Code Act which eventually became Jim Crow. Ain't nothing changed!!!

The government keeps the population disunified and pitted against each other for its own advantage. It would be to our advantage if we had a strong, unified revolutionary left, mobilizing the masses in a concentrated drive for national liberation. It would cost the capitalist establishment a fortune for surveillance on a national level. Any attempt by the state to repress the peoples' will for freedom will bring forth the second civil war and the inevitable defeat of racist and fascist capitalism and imperialism.

All this is one of the reasons why the country has so many laws; some laws for the state courts with their millions of contradictions, inconsistencies, and controversies; and other federal laws have fake and phony guarantees: the state (Klan) is obligated to prevent any advancements of Blacks and attacks them with laws/projects/programs (tokenisms). Blacks don't truly understand or know, and/or fear, but accept these "tokens of slavery" to the point of submitting to (wage) slave labor and the living conditions of animals. The federal law is the back-up (symbolic of the North, South Civil War collaboration and collusion), whereas if Blacks and other Third World oppressed people began massive rebellions and insurrections (as was witnessed in the 1960's) the police and National Guard could not stop them. "It isn't difficult to keep our niggas and cohorts in line, with a slight lifting of the usual conscription and peonage, admixture with some crude pacification and reforms," says the federal, traditional, red-neck supremacy mentality, in a way of constructing a "Pardon me, Black folks" symposium to negotiate a perfect colonial/neo-colonialist state in rural Black provinces and urban ghettos.

You know a pseudo civil rights promise has always been a perfect tool (joke) for disarming the hatred of irate niggas. It's nonsense to tolerate the Klan judicial insults one millimeter further!!

How did the enlightening to this judicial Klan plot reach us?

Many will stupidly reject this warning from the outset because we're poor, incarcerated Blacks who are making the presentation.

The Ruchell (Cinque) MaGee case, the leading racist slave case in this country, is hidden behind the false face of the news (press) media. Millions of dollars have been paid by the government, and is still being paid, to keep Blacks blindfolded and ignorant to the plight of Ruchell (Cinque). They've used some of the worst, most treacherous pigs as counsel for Ruchell. They first had to spend big to label Ruchell mentally incompetent to represent himself by use of false evidence stipulating his I.Q. as being 75. Now, since some of his legal work for himself and other prisoners became known publicly by mail smuggled out of prison, the government in attempts
to shortstop the brother’s actions had to pay for the 1972 legislated “Proposition 3” act, to convince the masses that it was perfectly legal for California state judges on their own discretion to deny MaGeee the right to represent himself. The news agents were paid to fake attempts in order to penetrate prison security restrictions to interview Ruchell in a conspiracy with the courts to make it legal for prison officials to deny the press access to Ruchell. The press was paid to cover up the facts of the March 1973 acquittal that was never recorded by reason of the lawyers’ failure to request a direct verdict. Even though the San Francisco jurors went to the press declaring that they found Ruchell not guilty of kidnapping, the press months afterwards deliberately confused the acquittal with the March 2, 1973 mistrial on murder. The murder charge was thereafter dismissed after paving the deceptive way for a second prosecution whipping that led to Ruchell being subjected to a forced incriminating guilty plea to the now non-existent kidnapping charge. They now must pay all federal judges to deny Ruchell every opportunity to be heard, just as the state has paid and used a pig public defender by the name of Richard Such, who had nothing to lose by conducting malpractice and misrepresentation against the interests of his client. This was in collusion with the State Court of Appeals to narrow down the fundamental rights the courts so viciously violated. They had to pay the Los Angeles court reporter who had refused to sell and suppressed the L.A. trial’s illegal conviction where a public defender entered a false guilty plea (May 1963). The court-appointed counsel, Clay Jacke (an ex-deputy sheriff) illegally entered an insanity plea for Ruchell without foundation—because of the exposing of the L.A. frame-up and conspiracy of the Los Angeles Police Department to commit murder on August 7, 1970 and prior thereto. It was the Los Angeles County law enforcement agencies that killed Judge Harold Haley, James McClain, Jonathan Jackson, William Christmas and had intentions of killing Ruchell in an overall conspiracy to cover-up and hide their crimes.

How many people know that Ruchell has been isolated in San Quentin since 1963 after being tried in an absolutely closed court with no Black jurors? Ruchell, like all political prisoners, is not in captivity because he committed a crime, but instead, because he rebelled against the system. Since the system created unjust laws, the case of Ruchell (Cinque) MaGeemust be attacked and understood by the masses.

Imagine a public defender (I. Stanley Brill) twelve years ago, recognizing that the prosecution’s case was falling apart, deliberately and criminally entering a guilty plea to a misinformed all-white jury, while the judge was ordering Ruchell in and out of court for relentlessly objecting to blatantly racist criminal judicial injustices. The racist district attorney used that stunt to deceive the jury into believing that despite conflicting testimony, it was mandatory that they find Ruchell guilty on the illegal public defender’s guilty plea. This they did without knowledge of the injustice or with so much prejudice that it blinded them from comprehending that a false incriminating guilty plea is inadmissable. It is said that Ruchell is in prison because he kidnapped and robbed a man of ten dollars; but what do you call deceiving a jury with a false guilty plea to convict, so that the system may enslave Ruchell for life, while the system receives over a million dollars a year from prisoners’ labor; is this not slavery, robbery and exploitation—combined? True indeed, but this is the “legal” side of the system, the old Kluxist mentality that still holds a vein in the region; it runs rampant.

In building our revolution we must expose the present conditions of the system and of our daily lives in every way known to us.
REPRESSIONS
PRISON SLAVE RESTRICTIONS
FALSE EVIDENCE CONVICTION
NEWS MEDIA FALSE STORIES
FALSE COURT RECORDS, CLOWN
JUDGES CLOWN LAWYERS
GAG LAW
LAW BROKEN

(Signed)
How To Expose Slavery

Since Ruchell (Cinque) MaGee is well versed in law, he refuses to compromise, and relentlessly continues to wage arduous struggle even though isolated. The judges and their shyster lawyers find themselves, after having viciously disregarded any law and ignored the facts, now hurling insults at him since they are able to keep everything secret and the people in the dark from the truth.

Ruchell has prepared a joint open address to the President and complaint to Congress. This move, with the evidence in the hands of the masses and with the concerned peoples demonstrating, is anticipated to do more than the Watergate scandal. If revealed and acted upon, it will expose every judge in the system as a criminal, with the U.S. Supreme Court being "NO" exception.

One of the major demands is that the President and Congress take action under the Internal Security Act of 1950—The McCarren Act... Title II, known as the "Emergency Detention Act."

"The President is authorized to apprehend and by order detain... such person as to whom there is reasonable ground to believe that such person probably will conspire with others to engage in acts of espionage or sabotage..."

All this being in relationship to all of those who participated and conspired on Aug. 7, 1970 and their other murderous criminal acts against unsuspecting citizens.

It is Ruchell's belief that many of the progressive forces have had difficulties (due to a lack of knowledge of the law) in educating the people with the necessary tool of evidence. In Ruchell's case, the pigs refuse to produce the Los Angeles court records, yet they are in federal court in Los Angeles trying to rebut Ruchell's Habeas Corpus document (No.CV.75-100 9EC) with false transcripts. The judges turn fascist deaf ears to the facts, but with racist eyes look to see if Ruchell has smuggled any mail to the public.

The pigs who committed the criminal act of entering the false pleas have already threatened to leave the country before appearing in open court; one had left, but returned after the January 23, 1975 sentencing issued against Ruchell in San Jose, California.

The President is authorized to investigate, to demand the records, and to appoint judges out of the community and in any state to hear the civil and criminal complaints that the California judges suppressed. These complaints total over $45 million in damages.

The San Francisco jurors stand ready to make known that their verdict of acquittal has been suppressed: the Marin County indictment will expose itself as violating "all" speedy trial laws.

Isn't it strange that Ruchell has to smuggle mail out of prison, and is not allowed to receive visits? The state defender is trying to force his way with a state appeal—but does not mention one word about federal or presidential protection in a case of slavery. Why do they want a new trial when there was no jurisdiction for the first trial???
All defense committees, organizations, and concerned community people should contact:

Hugo Pinell A-88401
Tamal, California 94964

and

Ruchell MaGee A-92051
Tamal, California 94964